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10. Plan. Remains of the Roman East Baths at Bath. From the 1st Century AD, (after RB, fig. 34). Although hot mineral springs provided some quarter of a million gallons each day of hot water at about 120°F, this Eastern Suite was heated in typical Roman fashion by stoke-holes, including one heating a boiler, passing warm air to a series of hypocausts (underfloor heating ducts) and flues. The small squares on the drawing are the remains of the hypocaust pillars which once supported the heated floor slab above.
Fig. 29. Plan of the excavations of the Baths by about 1886 (after Davis)

b. The hypocaust of the tepidarium west of the Circular Bath (p. 110)
a. The north-west corner of the Great Bath, about 1890 (p. 91)

b. The Great Bath, looking east, about 1890 (p. 91)
a. The east end of the Great Bath, about 1890 (p. 91)

b. The north ambulatory of the Great Bath, about 1890 (p. 91)